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The tips in this article sprang from a comment sent in to 
Fine Woodworking’s Shop Talk Live podcast. “Yesterday 
I was cutting some shims on my bandsaw,” the listener 

wrote. “The piece I was cutting them from was pretty small, but 
I thought to myself, ‘I can get another one out of this.’ When my 
finger was about an inch from the blade, the shim and the offcut 
got dragged into the throat. There was a loud bang, and I jerked 
back. It hurt a lot. After a moment to collect myself, I opened 

Working Safely with Small   Parts

Close the blade opening
Woodworking machines come with overly large openings around their 
blades. These allow small parts to dive dangerously into the throat of 
the machine. Keep some 11⁄44-in. MDF on hand to create zero-clearance 
surfaces on machines and sleds.

Start with your table-saw sled. Set the blade to the miter angle you 
want, and use double-stick tape to attach a large piece of 11⁄44-in. MDF. Do 
the same to the fence if needed. Then cut through the MDF (right) to create 
zero-clearance support around the blade.

Do the same to your miter saw. With the saw set to the angle you 
need, use double-stick tape to attach sacrificial panels of 11⁄44-in. MDF to 
the base and fence. This will let you cut small parts safely.

Clean, easy wedges. Starting with an end-grain section cut from a wide 
board, you can make perfect wedges on the miter saw. Start by angling 
the blade slightly, and then flip the workpiece front to back between cuts. 

MITER SAW

TABLE-SAW SLED
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Zero clearance at the bandsaw. Cut partway into a piece of 11⁄44-in. MDF, 
then clamp it in place to create support around the blade.

BANDSAW

Get more efficiency and better results at 
the same time

B Y  A S A  C H R I S T I A N A
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Make thin rips with no worries. With zero clearance around 
the blade, the thinnest ripcuts can be made safely and cleanly. 
Note how a fresh push stick carries both parts past the blade. 

Aftermarket model with a sacrificial strip. This throat plate has a solid metal 
body with inexpensive MDF inserts. It’s available at InfinityTools.com for SawStop 
and DeWalt table saws, and a number of miter saws as well.

Sacrificial throat plates. Blank throat plates are available for most table saws. 
Bosch sells these inexpensive plates for its job-site saws. 

my fist to find my finger intact. The pain came from the wood 
exploding and hitting it. I fell asleep last night thanking God for 
the amazing blessing of my hands.”

From handles and pulls to feet, wedges, wheels, drawer stops, 
and table-attachment tabs, woodworkers manufacture a fair 
amount of small parts. A lot can go wrong when we do.

While these little parts can be tricky to handle with both hand 
tools and power tools, hand tools are usually safer, so always 
consider those as an alternative to power. That said, it’s easier 
to achieve speed and precision with machines. And that’s where 
small workpieces are their most dangerous. 

The good news is that the solutions are simple and straightfor-
ward. And, as is so often the case in woodworking, safe tech-
niques also yield better results, so best practices are a win-win.

The first solution: Close the throat
The first pitfall in cutting small parts is the one our podcast lis-
tener fell into—an opening around the blade that allows a small 
workpiece or offcut to be pulled into it, damaging it and possibly 
pulling your fingers with it. Table saws, miter saws, and bandsaws 
come with large blade slots that accommodate blades of various 
thicknesses, set at various angles. Many woodworkers find a way 
to address this problem on their table saws, knowing that a zero-
clearance throat plate will prevent chipping on the bottom edge 
of all sorts of cuts. But we tend not to address the issue on miter 
saws and bandsaws, partly because zero-clearance is harder to 
maintain on those machines, and because it isn’t always necessary.

On all three machines, a panel or two of 11⁄44-in.-thick MDF is all 
you need to create zero clearance around the bit or blade. These 

Zero-clearance throat plates
For everything you cut on the table saw, including small parts, a zero-clearance 
throat plate will make cuts cleaner and safer. You can make your own from 
plywood or MDF, but good commercial options are available too.
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Add a carrier. To 
cut 60° angles 
on the ends of 
Festool Domino 
tenons, so they 
could form a three-
way joint, FWW 
contributor Phil 
Gruppuso inserted 
the tenons in a 
long scrap (below). 
Small workpieces 
can also be glued 
to larger scraps 
for safe cutting or 
shaping, then cut 
off afterward. 

Long parts are 
safer than short 
ones. In his Master 
Class on furniture 
pulls (FWW #245), 
Ross Day cut 
dadoes and slots in 
a long workpiece, 
which became a 
series of small 
posts (above and 
left).

Check the order of operations
Doing as much machining and shaping as possible to small parts while 
they’re still attached to a larger blank makes them much easier to control. 

Same principle as the normal milling process. Milling short parts 
on a jointer or planer can range from difficult to unsafe. That’s why 
woodworkers mill parts to thickness and width (top) before cutting them 
to length (above).

tight blade gaps will not only ensure clean cuts and keep small 
pieces from diving dangerously into a gap, but they will also show 
you exactly where the blade will cut, so you can align a layout line 
with the slot, or hook a tape measure on it when setting up a stop.

Wait to turn a long piece into a small one
The second solution is one of the universal principles of safe, 
effective woodworking. Consider the standard milling process. 
The reason we joint, plane, and rip parts to thickness and width 
first—before cutting them to length—is that longer pieces are 
safer and easier to handle on the jointer, planer, and table saw. 

The same goes for small workpieces. The idea here is to do 
everything you can to a small part (or parts)—including milling, 
shaping, drilling, etc.—while it is still part of a larger piece. This 
will make a world of difference when it comes to safety and con-
trol, and it’s usually a more efficient way to work. 
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You’ll be surprised at all the things you can do to a small work-
piece before cutting it free from a larger one.

Cutting, shaping, and drilling small workpieces safely
For very small workpieces, like little mitered moldings, 

small pins, miter keys, and so on, my favorite cutoff 
tool is a Japanese handsaw. But when I need even 
more precision, or a bunch of parts cut to the same 
exact length, I turn to the table saw or miter saw, 

adding a stop of some sort. It’s imperative to control 
the piece that’s trapped between the blade and the stop. 

There are a variety of effective ways to control small cutoffs, 
as shown in the photos. 

Although there’s a lot of drilling and shaping you can do to small 
parts before cutting them off a longer piece, there will be times  
you’ll have to wait until the part is small and unwieldy. Sometimes 
it’s easiest to hold a small part in a bench vise, allowing you to 
work on it with a hand tool or sanding block. 

More often than not, however, to finish shaping small parts, I 
turn to my benchtop sanding unit, which has a belt and a drum. 
It’s a good option for small parts because the most likely accident 
is a skin abrasion, which is pretty easy to avoid. When sanding 
small parts on a disk, belt, or drum, keep the piece on the table 
if you can. Use a firm grip and a light touch. 

Drilling small parts is less dangerous than shaping them in most 
cases. I usually do this on the drill press. All you’ll need in most 
cases is a fence and a stop, with your fingers holding the part in 
place. But if the drill bit is large, or the part wants to pull upward 
in a strong way, I secure it in the jaws of a large hand-screw clamp.

There are lots of ways to work small parts safely. These are some 
of the easiest and best I know. ☐

Asa Christiana is FWW’s editor-at-large.

Control trapped cutoffs
If you don’t hold them down, cutoffs that are trapped between a blade 
and a stop can jam violently and become dangerous projectiles. Here’s 
how to control them safely, or avoid trapping them altogether.

Plywood, 33⁄44 in. thick by roughly 
3 in. tall by 10 in. long

Tip lies flat on 33⁄44-in. stock. 

Try this handy 
hold-down. This 
clever helper 
from FWW 
contributing 
editor Michael 
Fortune controls 
small parts safely. 
Unlike toggle clamps, 
it requires no setup.

Toggle clamps are indispensable. They 
come in a number of handy sizes and 

configurations, and can be attached 
to all sorts of jigs and sleds. 

A pencil works 
in a pinch. In 
his article on 
pendant pulls 
(FWW #271), 
Philip Morley 
controlled a 
small cutoff with 
the eraser-end of 
a pencil. 
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PIVOTING HOLD-DOWN
This is the general shape of the hold-down. Christiana 
angles the tip to come down flat on 33⁄44-in. workpieces, 
but it will hold down thicker and thinner stock too.

33⁄44 in.
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Cut the rabbeted block into strips. Make sure the saw 
has a zero-clearance throat plate, and use a full-length push 
stick to control the workpiece safely. A wider block will 
produce even more strips (and tabs).

Rabbet both ends of a block. Make the block long enough 
to control safely with a miter gauge. Then rabbet both of 
its ends using a dado set buried in a sacrificial rip fence 
(clamped to the normal rip fence). 

Tabletop tabs teach lots of lessons
These tongued 
blocks screw onto the 
underside of tabletops, 
fitting into slots in the 
table aprons to attach 
the top firmly while 
allowing it to shrink 
and expand. The 
techniques covered 
here will help you 
make them safely and 
efficiently.

Chop off the tabs. To do this safely, use a table-saw sled, with zero-
clearance panels added to its base and fence, and an L-shaped stop. 
Bump the stop against a clamped block to position the workpiece 
(above) Then hold the workpiece there, slide away the stop, and make the 
cut (right). This lets the cutoff move away from the blade without danger.

Shape the tips on a stationary sander. A 
benchtop sander is great for shaping small 
workpieces. When sanding end grain, flip the 
workpiece to avoid sanding against the grain, 
which can cause the piece to catch. 

When in doubt, use a hand screw. When 
using larger bits, hold the workpiece with a 
hand screw. The large wood jaws on these 
clamps can hold all sorts of parts safely.

Use a fence and a stop on the drill press. 
To drill the countersunk screw holes, clamp a 
fresh piece of 11⁄44-in. MDF on the table, along 
with a simple fence and stop, and you’ll be able 
to control these parts safely with your fingers.

T IP


